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Performance Coaching - Turning 
Potential Into Reality



Turning Potential Into Reality

Performance coaching offers a broad spectrum of benefits to businesses. It can 
help support you through change, improve performance, neutralise office politics by 
balancing internal views with an outsider’s non-political perspective and encourage & 
equip your senior teams to step up and take more responsibility.



Turning Potential Into Reality

Our proven approach to performance coaching involves analysing the current situation 
and your desired outcome, then carefully planning the route to your goal. Throughout 
the process we work closely with you to support everything needed in the plan and 
offer accountability to deliver.

Leadership Performance Coaching – we help you move your performance to where 
you need it to be through careful analysis of the current performance and mapping 
a coaching program to support the changes needed.                    
      Executive Performance Coaching – we work one-to-one with  
             executives, directors and managers to understand the hard and
                  soft skills that need development, taking their performance to 
                        the next level.                                       
                             Management Team Coaching – we utilise the skills and 
                                     experience of our team to help you take your management 
                                            team to the next level. By working with you to clearly   
                                              understand  the change required and then with the  
                                                  team in groups or individually as needed.
                                                    Talent Grooming – it’s getting more        
                                                       challenging to find great employees and get  
                                                        them to fit and perform well quickly. We’ll 
                                                         help you identify great people internally 
                                                            and put them on the road to success.
                                                              Coaching Successful Change – 
                                                                  businesses today need to change and 
                                                                 adapt faster than ever before. We’ll  
                                                                   guide you through the process of 
                                                                      identifying the correct path 
                                                                      to success.
                                                                      Executive Meeting Facilitation – 
                                                                        well managed meetings achieve  
                                                                       the best outcomes, and speed 
                                                                       up business growth.  We’ll make 
                                                                       sure every meeting is planned 
                                                                       and run to deliver clear objectives.
                                                                                                                                       

To turn the potential in your 
business into reality call us 
today:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Our Performance Coaching Services

Performance Coaching



Becoming A Great Leader

We help businesses leaders move their performance from where it is today to where 
they need it to be. Through careful analysis of the current performance and then 
mapping a coaching program to support the changes required that bridge any gaps.



Becoming A Great Leader

EQI Emotional Intelligence – as certified practitioners in the EQI emotional 
intelligence tool, we use it to define a leader’s current emotional intelligence 
strengths and weaknesses. This then helps us develop a coaching programme for 
you to gain the emotional behaviours needed to lead your business in a way that 
the current and future environment requires.

Developing Corporate Strategy – we help you develop the skills and get 
the knowledge to be able to use all the tools required when developing your 
company’s corporate strategy. The best corporate strategies, in our experience, 
force companies to make clear choices about its offering, direction and the 
allocation of its resources. Our coaches will guide you through this process.

Communicating The Vision Effectively –  communicating your vision for the 
organisation is not just about your ability to sell the story or the need to have a set 
of tools that deliver the communication effectively, it’s about understanding the 
behaviours that are required to achieve your overall vision and strategy. We then 
guide you through the process needed to engage a work force that participate in 
the process.

Developing The Boardroom And Company Culture – the boardroom can be a 
political and opinionated place, our coaches support you to understand what 
behaviours your current leadership team have and individually work those to 
develop the behaviours required to deliver the culture you want. Your company’s 
culture and values are at the core of its being, they help to distinguish your 
company from others. They underpin policies, objectives, procedures and 
strategies because they provide a backdrop and a reference point for all things 
that happen.

Managing Change – with 70% of change programmes failing through lack of 
dedicated leadership, as well as a lack of engagement with the workforce in the 
process, we help you to navigate your way through this most crucial element of 
great leadership to manage change successfully.

Trusted And Experienced Advisor – having the support and guidance of an 
experienced trusted advisor is essential for today’s modern leader. Having an 
outsider who isn’t interested in “sucking up to the boss” will give you someone to 
debate those important decisions with as well as providing additional knowledge 
where there is a gap in yours.

To develop your leadership skills, call us now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Leadership Performance Coaching



Maximising Executive Potential



Maximising Executive Potential

Many companies turn to our experience of taking the performance of executives, 
directors and mangers to the next level. We do this by understanding the hard and soft 
skills that need development in order to achieve even better results. We work with them 
on a one to one basis, motivating, guiding and goal setting whilst ultimately holding 
them accountable to an agreed performance level.

EQI Emotional Intelligence – as certified practitioners in the EQI emotional 
intelligence tool, we use it to define an executives current emotional intelligence 
strengths and weaknesses. This then helps us develop a coaching programme 
to gain the emotional behaviours needed to manage their team in a way that the 
current and future environment requires.

Departmental And Divisional Strategy – your coach works with your executives to 
gather the knowledge and skills that will enable them to use the tools necessary 
when developing and implementing the short, medium and long term tactical plans. 
It will be these plans that deliver their divisions or department’s element of the 
company’s corporate strategy.

Building High Performing Teams –  your coach will support your executives in 
gaining employee engagement and help them to understand the power that can 
come from a team firing on all cylinders. They will make sure you get the correct 
mix of skills and behaviours all aligned to a common goal, your core values and 
your tactical plan.

Prioritising And Goal Setting – with our guidance we will enhance your executives 
skills and ability when motivating employees through setting goals, prioritising 
those goals, measuring progress and giving feedback. These skills will help them 
produce an improved performance and enhanced achievement.

Implementation And Action Planning – we will show your executives the process of 
identifying every step required to deliver on their goals, by breaking the goals down 
into small manageable actions, and then by following the ACS system of awarding 
actions and monitoring progress.

Trusted And Experienced Advisor – having the support and guidance of an 
experienced trusted advisor is essential for helping an executive remain focussed 
and on track. Additionally, having an outsider who will guide them, support them 
and hold them accountable to their agreements and plans, helps them to see the 
wood from the trees.

Start maximising your executive potential by getting in 
touch now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Executive Performance Coaching 



Taking Your Management Team To The Next Level

If you’re interested in finding out how we can help your 
management team to grow, get in contact today:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@



If you want your management team to take the step up to the next level, our 
management team coaching process is ideal for systemising that journey. Firstly 
working with you to clearly establish the change required and then with them in both 
team and one to one formats to execute the changes needed.

Effective Tactical Planning – we act as the conduit between your company’s 
strategic goals and your senior management team’s ability to translate the 
strategic plan in to a robust tactical plan, making sure that it will actually deliver 
the requirements of the strategic plan. Our team coaching service will help you 
through this process.

Prioritising And Goal Setting – learn the process of motivating employees through 
setting goals, measuring progress and giving feedback. These skills will help you 
produce an improved performance and enhanced achievement. Time is your most 
valuable asset so we help you learn the skills to prioritise your activity in and 
around delivering on those goals.

Key Talent Retention Through Empowerment – from a leader or owners 
perceptive, having a senior management team that only need guiding is very 
beneficial, particularly if it is an owner led business and the owner wishes to take 
more of a back seat. It allows you to tap in to the collective brain power of your 
senior management team. It not only retains them, as they feel they’re contributing 
and influencing the success of the business but also allows your company to 
adapt quickly to the required changes the company may face in the future.

Improved Senior Relationships – the process of the management team working 
together through the our team coaching programme helps build understanding 
for the demands they place on each other’s departments’ day in day out. That 
understanding grows into better working relationships and improved efficiency for 
the company as a whole.

Meeting Facilitation – most managers are time challenged already, so having 
meetings that don’t achieve the very best outcomes and desired objectives only 
compounds the problem and slows growth, development, change and decision 
making. Our meeting facilitation process avoids the usual pitfalls and improves 
meeting outcomes.

Personal And Team Development Plans – as the process of team coaching 
unfolds it’s important that we help devise performance development plans for the 
team and individuals, which are designed to make sure your management team 
stay on track to deliver great results in whatever position they hold.

Management Team Coaching



Grow Your Own Talent



Grow Your Own Talent

Finding great employees and getting them fit to perform well quickly is getting more 
and more challenging. Our talent grooming service helps identify great people internally 
and puts them on the road to success.

Find out how to grow your own talent with our help, contact 
us now:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Talent Grooming

How To Identify Your Future Leaders – what is it that makes a leader of the 
future? How do you test for the necessary skills? The skills that if harnessed and 
developed will reward your organisation in the future. Our talent grooming service 
works with you to carefully identify your future leaders through careful behavioural 
and skills matching analysis.

Attracting And Retaining The Right Talent – the success of a modern business is 
directly linked to its ability to attract and retain the very best people. The reality 
is that the very best people have many choices regarding who to join. Our talent 
grooming process not only adds value to your organisation by giving people more 
reason to join, it also gives your incumbent talent a reason to stay and reward you 
with loyalty.

Key Coaching And Learning Support – once we have helped you identify the 
right people, developing and implementing the correct programme of support is 
crucial. Our coaching and learning plan combined with our ongoing mentoring and 
coaching support will guide each person through their process.

Build The Right Networks – a strong internal and external network of stake 
holders, influencers and mentoring relationships will aid the developing talent, as 
they take their journey to leadership. We will provide advice, support and guidance 
in all areas of their development and we will coordinate this network for every 
member of the talent team.

Personal Development Plans – in line with the coaching and learning plan, we 
help create a specific performance development plan. This plan is designed to 
make sure your talent is on track to deliver great results in whatever position 
they currently hold. At the same time the plan makes sure they gain the valuable 
knowledge needed for the future.

Assessment And Measurement – performance, growth and development need 
to be measured and monitored on a regular basis. We do this every 3 months to 
ensure your talent is on track and your investment in the individual is paying off.



Guiding You On The Path To Successful Change

With businesses needing to change and adapt faster than ever before, having an 
experienced change coach beside you through the process is essential for identifying 
the correct path to success. Our coaches will support you right through the process 
from early buy in to a steady state.



Guiding You On The Path To Successful Change Coaching Successful Change

If you’re planning for change find out how we can help you 
make successful change easier, call us today:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@

Creating Urgency And Overcoming Resistance – the key to your team buying 
in to change and delivering that change as quickly and effectively as possible 
is through self-realisation. There is a clear set of skills that will help you when 
overcoming executives that are resistant to change. We do this by creating a 
desire to move towards a new situation or move away from the current one.

Creating And Communicating The Vision – before embarking on a change 
process, understanding how to envision the outcome is essential. Our tools and 
tactics to achieve this are a must have for any business leader who wants to 
embark on change. We work with you to develop the story, the methods and the 
process to communicate and engage your workforce right through the change 
process.

Empowering The Team – it is impossible for you to effectively carry out a change 
process on your own, so engaging the team through empowering them and 
giving them real ownership is crucial in delivering change effectively.  Giving them 
responsibility and ownership for elements of the change process will form an 
essential part of their empowerment.

Finding The Quick Wins – dependent on your organisations experience and 
appetite to change, identifying the low hanging fruit that is possible in all change 
programmes is an ideal way to build momentum, improve morale and motivation. 
Finding these “quick wins” will offset any potential financial impacts and with our 
coaches and consultants experienced in helping you and your team identify these 
quick wins any possible issues are avoided.

Essential Facilitator – there is nothing better than an outsider with no day to day 
responsibilities or biases to hold a company accountable to the change plan. Our 
role is to act as the facilitator which keeps the process flowing and with years of 
experience in delivering change programmes, our support offers you reassurance 
towards a successful outcome.

Making Change Stick – our ongoing attachment to the result of a change is 
important to keep that change in place, so we continue to monitor its effect. Our 
reporting and measurement processes enable leaders to see how the change 
has affected their overall performance, their image internally and externally and 
ultimately their bottom line.



Making Your Meetings More Effective



A high quality and interactive meeting helps your management team to get clear focus, 
increased motivation and updated on any important company information. In order to 
get the very best from having your management team out of the business, it’s essential 
that it’s planned and managed properly. Our meeting facilitation service makes sure 
that every meeting is planned and run to deliver outcomes and results.

Creating Effective Agendas And Environments – the agenda is not just a set of 
steps that you must go through to keep the meeting on track, it is the essential 
building blocks for achieving a successful outcome. So creating an effective agenda 
is a skill in its own right. We combine this with creating the right environment either 
logistically or behaviourally, as they are both essential to a successful meeting.

Managing The Agenda – despite the effort that goes into developing the perfect 
agenda for success, people very often have their own agenda. Keeping on point 
is our responsibility, allowing you to focus on the debate and getting a successful 
outcome from the meeting.

Setting Effective Goals –  effective goal setting is a valuable tool in the meeting 
process, we control the process of setting effective goals perfectly aligned with 
the overall objectives of the meeting.

Diverse Range Of Subjects Covered – as experienced executive coaches across 
a wide range of industries and disciplines we are able to support you with our 
meeting facilitation service across a diverse set of subjects. These can include 
but are not limited to: value proposition, impact, vision and mission, solving 
problems, debriefing major projects, changing leadership, change in scope of 
business, change in pricing, and strategic planning.

Implementation And Action Planning – as part of our facilitator role, we will help you 
identify all the steps required to deliver on the team’s goals. We do this by breaking 
the goals down in to small manageable actions and then by following our system of 
awarding actions and monitoring progress.

Measuring Outcomes – the ultimate proof that a meeting has been successful 
is the ongoing measurement, review and re-adjustment of the actions required to 
deliver the agreed goals. Our role is to support and monitor this process leaving 
you to manage and lead the business.

Executive Meeting Facilitation

Improve the effectiveness of your meetings by calling 
us today:

01273 463854

enquires@acsperformance.co.uk@
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